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1. Roca
Ona

2. Roman
Brushed Brass and Nickel

3. Kohler
Occasion

4. SV Casa
Argo

Inspired by the Mediterranean Sea,
Ona offers a wide range of timeless
designs with soft shapes and geometric
lines. Developed by the Roca Design
Centre team in collaboration with Noa
Design Studio and Benedito Design, the
bathroom collection comprises basins and
furniture, brassware, baths, accessories,
WCs and bidets. Ona brassware is
available in Classic Chrome, Titanium
Black and Rose Gold in Everlux, Roca’s
PVD solution completed in-house within
its brassware factories. Everlux provides a
resistant finish that is ideal for hospitality,
while for larger projects, a number of
custom finishes are also a possibility
using the same technology.
www.roca.com

Roman has launched two new finishes
– brushed brass and brushed nickel
– for its Select Wetroom Panel range,
joining the existing chrome and matte
black; the latter is sandblasted to give a
consistent and smooth lustre. The appeal
and elegance of the brushed brass
remain timeless, with brushed nickel
fixtures becoming increasingly popular
amongst architects and designers in
luxury bathroom design. Made in the
UK, Roman’s Wetroom Panel options can
be fitted to its low-level shower trays or
straight to floor to create a true wetroom.
All size options are available in 8mm and
10mm glass, with three sizes of flipper
panel and one fixed version on offer.
www.roman-showers.com

Inspired by the high fashion and effortless
glamour of Hollywood’s Golden Age,
Kohler’s Occasion faucet collection is
characterised by chamfered edges and
the subtle flare of its base. A fine balance
between facets, angles and edges further
invites an interplay of light that draws the
eye, while transitional design elements
allow the faucets to blend seamlessly
into a variety of bathroom aesthetics –
traditional or contemporary. The cohesive
style of the collection meanwhile marries
the pieces across the sink, showering
and bathing areas. Available globally, the
Occasion range comprises a variety of
lavatory faucets, together with bathing,
showering and accessories.
www.kohlercompany.com

Developed by accessories designer and
stylist Susanna Valerio, SV Casa has
supplied guestroom, bathroom, F&B
and spa accessories to over 320 of the
world’s iconic hotels. The Argo collection
is a timeless and elegant bathroom set
made from solid bronze with signature
grooves. The pieces are heavy and rich
of character, as every piece is handcast
by the group’s master artisans. SV Casa
also provides complete customisation
and bespoke collection designs at no
extra cost, understanding that every
project is different. To craft its creations,
the manufacturer works with a variety of
materials including stone, shell, lacquer,
polyresin, wood, metal, glass and wood.
www.svinternationaldesign.com

